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CHANNEL SHIFT FAVORS STRONG BRANDS;
SMALL PRODUCERS AND LUXURY SECTOR MUST
ADAPT TO SUCCEED (SURVIVE)
The coronavirus crisis has been a traumatic experience
for all Americans, entailing serious, unknown medical risk
along with severe economic and social dislocation. After
months of uncertainty, such experiences change people.
And industries.
The U.S. wine industry has undergone major structural
change since 2009. Some of those changes have been widely
discussed—wholesaler consolidation, for example. Other
changes happened quietly, gradually. In what was already
a challenging year for wine producers, this crisis is
accelerating transformational change in the industry.

This is the first in a series
of reports looking at each
element of the industry’s
challenges and transformation,
starting with the immediate
impact of the current crisis.
The next reports will examine
long-term implications of this
crisis on the industry and the
ramifications for the economics
of wine in the U.S.
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AMERICANS ARE BUYING WINE AGAIN
Apparently “shelter in place” has meant drinking more alcohol (or drinking alcohol more
frequently) to many Americans, alleviating months of industry anxiety about stalled sales. As one
major retailer put it, “We had been happy to get 1-2 percent growth the last couple of years.”
■

Sales of wine: Nielsen measured off-premise channels (grocery, club, convenience, and selected
specialty liquor channels and chains across the country) in the U.S., and they have increased by
25.8 percent, year over year, in the 14 weeks since the week ending March 7, 2020.1
– S
 pirits sales grew by 31.6 percent in the period in the same channels, exceeding the growth
rate for wine, continuing the pattern of the last several years.
– N
 ielsen reports that e-commerce sales of alcohol, traditionally modest in these channels,
were “up 300 percent 2 over the 10 weeks to May 23, 2020, from a year ago. In fact, alcohol
is the fastest-growing e-commerce department among consumer-packaged goods (CPG),
and weekly growth has continued.”

■

■

Independent wine and spirits retailers that dominate alcohol sales in the 13 states where wine
cannot be sold in food stores (and are generally key outlets for the sale of smaller production
and more expensive wines) have seen sales rise between 20 percent and 40 percent year over
year. (Few of such retailers are included in Nielsen data.)
We therefore estimate a total increase in the market value of sales in these channels in March
through June 2020 of approximately $3.1 billion.

American consumers do seem to return to wine in times of stress. Back in 2005, as 9/11
memories lingered, Yankelovich Partners,3 in a study for the Wine Institute, suggested that in a
time of heightened risk, wine could be a “safe adventure”—an affordable and reassuring way to
explore and enjoy new experiences. So here we are again. That bottle of wine shared with family
over dinner, that glass of wine shared with friends on Zoom or while bingeing Netflix, can make a
difficult day a little better and perhaps open new horizons.

ON-PREMISES MISSED THE PARTY
On-premises dining was prohibited during recent lockdowns in nearly every state. An April
survey 4 by the National Restaurant Association found that total sales in table service restaurants
were down by at least 80-87 percent in fine-dining restaurants.
■

■

■

■

■

Some fast food, fast casual, and some chain family dining restaurants saw a surge in delivery
and curbside pickup orders, but most full-service venues, especially fine dining, simply closed
for the duration. Many restaurants have closed permanently.
There were multiple reports of restaurants selling off wine inventories to generate cash, often
at deep discounts, often to specialty wine retailers needing to fill rising demand in the early
days of the crisis.
Several states allowed restaurants, at least temporarily, to sell wine and beer by the bottle
along with food delivery or curbside pickup. According to Nielsen, 14 percent of consumers
reported buying alcohol as part of such a restaurant order.
Overall, wholesalers reported negligible wine sales through on-premises channels.
Nielsen estimates that retail sales volume would have needed to increase by 22 percent to
make up for the drop in wine’s on-premises sales in the period.
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Consequently, overall three-tier wine sales by volume nationally appear to be up net 5-6 percent
year over year, compared to the same period in 2019. Given the loss of higher markup, and often
higher-value, on-premises wine sales, the total dollar increase in sales would be smaller.
Nielsen in fact suggests that “overall consumer dollars (spent on wine) are down double digits.” In
fact, we estimate, based on U.S. Census data on sales in these channels and restaurant operations
metrics, a $1.92 billion decline in the market value of restaurant wine sales in March through
June 2020.
Restaurants have long been a primary channel for introducing
new wines to customers and for fine-wine sales overall, especially
more expensive and smaller production offerings.
■

■

■

The growth in restaurant delivery and takeout in the years
preceding this crisis had already shifted an important share of
restaurant wine sales to the grocery channel, which tends to carry
lower-priced and larger-volume wines than do the fine-dining
establishments that have largely ceased operation. Pandemic
consumer patterns have accelerated this shift.
Some restaurant sales may shift to wine and spirits specialty
stores rather than grocery, but many smaller, newer, and less
well-known producers often do not have the distribution access
to reach these retailers.

We estimate a
$1.92 billion decline
in the market value
of restaurant wine
sales in March
through June 2020.

Some regions have allowed gradual reopening of on-premises dining,
usually with strict capacity and other restrictions.
– In a survey 5 of New York City operators by the New York Hospitality Alliance, “61 percent
of respondents reported that they cannot operate at an occupancy that is less than
70 percent” and “only one in four participants could turn an operating profit at 50 percent
of capacity.”
– M
 any restaurants appear to agree with Union Square Hospitality’s Danny Meyer who said
on May 14: “We won’t be welcoming guests into our full-service restaurants for a very long
time—probably not until there is a vaccine...There is no interest or excitement on my part to
having a half-full dining room while everyone is getting their temperature taken and
wearing masks, for not much money.”6

WINERY DIRECT IS LAGGING
The Winery Direct channel (comprising tasting room, wine club, and e-commerce sales) operates
outside of the conventional three-tier sales system. Most states had ordered winery tasting rooms
to close while allowing delivery and curbside pickup and are now allowing limited reopening.
■

■

■

Tasting rooms tend to drive customer acquisition, especially for wine clubs, and may represent
50 percent of all winery direct sales activity.
We estimate that curbside and delivery sales may have replaced 10-15 percent of tasting-room
sales. Apparently, scheduled wine club shipments have not declined, nor has there been much
impact on the small but prestigious and high-value waiting list/allocation winery direct segment.
The winery direct channel has seen a 20-30 percent growth7 in winery e-commerce, long the
weak spot in the channel. E-commerce previously accounted for only 5-10 percent of total winery
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direct sales. But many producers have been heavily discounting their e-commerce offers.
– N
 ielsen reports that Wines Vines Analytics and Sovos ShipCompliant data8 found that
winery direct-shipment volumes grew by 45 percent in April and 44 percent in May,
compared with the same months in 2019, although the value of shipments grew by only
15 percent and 22 percent, respectively, compared with a year earlier. Average bottle price
fell from $42 to $35 year on year.
Overall, total winery direct sales may have declined by 30-40 percent, with wide variations
among producers and wine regions. Winery direct sales are estimated to be comparable to about
10 percent of total retail wine sales—thus, this decline would represent about a 3 percent
reduction in total wine sales volume—translating into a $310 million loss in winery direct sales
from March through June 2020.

WHAT ARE CONSUMERS BUYING?
Wine sales rise in difficult times—but not for all wines. So, what have consumers been drinking—
or at least buying—while in quarantine?
■

Consistent with sales patterns since the “Great Recession,” sales of imports continued to
grow at a faster rate than domestic wines, growing market share. Since 2007, sales of
imported wines have increased by 28.6 percent9 while sales of domestic wines increased
by 16.2 percent.
– Import sales growth has focused on the low (under $7.99
retail equivalent) and mid-price ($8 to $20) price segments.
– C
 hile has replaced California’s Central Valley as the premier
supplier of most value wines sold in the U.S.
– N
 ielsen reports that Italian table10 wines have led the growth
in off-premise wine sales over the past 12 weeks.

Wine sales in the U.S. have been increasingly brand-driven over the
past decade. This new shift to e-commerce has accelerated
dominance of brand, with the top 10 brands steadily growing share.

Since 2007, sales of
imported wines
have increased by
28.6 percent while
sales of domestic
wines increased by
16.2 percent.

Private/control label wines, which had grown to anywhere from
15-30 percent of total retail sales, although still growing, have not
kept pace with national brands in this brand-driven environment.
Some retailers have slowed new private-label orders—but others
are stepping up their marketing investment to protect these high-margin products.

Sales of low-price wines (wines priced below $7.99) showed their first real growth in several
years, led by box wines and large format (3L) wines. Promotional pricing, widespread in the early
weeks, has leveled off more recently. Growth more recently has been rising for wine priced
above $20 and particularly above $25, albeit from a small base, with a slightly wider selection
of brands selling, suggesting some restless consumers may be reaching for some new “wine
adventures,” and possibly some brands more typically found on-premises.
Despite the rapid sales growth of recent weeks, most retailers and wholesalers are being
cautious, generally not “back-filling” stocks at the current sales growth rates as memories
of excess inventories in 2008-2009 are still fresh.
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WHO IS SHOPPING? HOW IS SHOPPING BEHAVIOR CHANGING?
A Younger “Wine Demographic?”
Specialty retailers report that e-commerce has
been much stronger for wine than for spirits and
beer, with wine representing 70 percent of scan
data online alcohol sales. E-commerce and
delivery customers appear to be more affluent
than “brick and mortar” customers, reflecting
the typical “wine demographic.”
One study 11 that considered the demographics
of alcohol shopping found that a plurality
(38 percent) of those drinking more belonged
to households with annual incomes of $100,000
or more, as well as a large share (33 percent)
of people between 25 and 34 years old—a
surprisingly high involvement by this age group.
Nielsen found that 35- to 44-year-old people are
the largest demographic for online sales.
E-commerce buyers are also spending more
money per transaction than brick-and-mortar
buyers: $68 vs $23. But this data may reflect
consolidation of buying occasions. Wine buyers
are buying more units per transaction, reflecting
the “stocking up” pattern seen in other products—
but also buying consistently in this manner,
suggesting rising consumption rates.
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A midsize Midwestern chain reported:13

Normally when our business goes up, the customer count goes up…Traditionally there
is a lot of cross-shopping, where customers go to more than one store, which is not
currently happening. I think the longer this goes on, with consumers changing their
habits, there will be continued and increasing consolidation of shopping trips and less
cross-shopping. They don’t want to risk going to multiple places. They are more focused
on getting it done.
Every week, we see thousands of new customers that are using the online business…
I really believe that a lot of that is going to stay after this whole virus clears up. I think
people are going to continue to use the online option.

These observations are confirmed by multiple consumer studies, although the growth of alcohol
buying from specialty stores seems an outlier to this pattern. Multiple studies indicate consumers,
especially millennials and higher-income consumers,14 intend to maintain these new patterns.
In the latest of its weekly COVID-19 consumer tracking studies, McKinsey & Co. reported that
younger and higher-income respondents expect to maintain this increase in restaurant delivery,
and, especially, curbside pickup beyond this crisis. They also expect to continue frequent grocery
delivery, but not at current levels. After several years of growth in grocery takeout and meals kits
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cannibalizing restaurant sales, these findings suggest restaurants may be able to claw back
some of these lost sales. If state regulators continue to allow restaurants to deliver, or allow
curbside pickup of alcohol, the wine industry could also benefit.

One McKinsey15 observation is particularly important as we look to the future:

For millennials and members of Generation Z—those born between 1980 and 2012—
this crisis represents the biggest disruption they have faced. Their attitudes may be
changed profoundly and in ways that are hard to predict. Concern over the possibility
of other “black swan” events could change how consumers approach financial security—
saving more and spending less.
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SO, WHO WINS AND WHO LOSES IN THE WINE INDUSTRY?
Winners
■

■

■

■

■

■

Well-known, high-volume retail brands—think the Nielsen top 100—lead retail shipments now in all
channels. Most are in the $10-$20 retail per 750mL price segment.
Smaller, high-end brands that were must-haves on-premises—think the Wine & Spirits top restaurant
brands, among others—should have no problem reaching out to retail and e-commerce channels,
although they may face incremental sales and promotion costs.
Less developed brands with a following—whether by familiarity or price/quality/reputation, should be
safe in their niches, with enough marketing support.
Bag-in-a-box wines with a quality reputation—Bota Box, of course, Bandit, etc.—but expect some
private label or major brand knockoffs that can convince the consumer of comparable quality/value.
Proprietary, private-label wines that have built strong consumer connections—think Costco’s Kirkland
wines—or those that consumers have come to believe are key independent brands.
Fulfillment/logistics/delivery service providers, e-commerce facilitators—assuming they manage their
expansion against the medium-term economic uncertainty.

The U.S. bulk wine market has stabilized to a degree, somewhat improving the prospects for the grape
market, at least for wines in the mid-tier segment. Traders describe the retail sales surge, and the
demand for wine to supply it, as “placing a floor” underneath bulk wine (and ultimately grape) prices,
at least for suppliers for the $10 to $25 wine price segment currently driving retail sales. But the market
for higher-end grapes and wine may be more challenging.

On the Bubble
■

■

■

■

Strong direct-to-consumer brands—even some of California’s “cult wineries” with waiting lists of
buyers and tiny on-premises and retail allocations. These producers took a hit when the coronavirus hit
Asia, slowing sales from their carefully selected high-net-worth collectors—a 10-20 percent hit from
that segment, but nothing perilous. A comparable hit from domestic buyers won’t cause serious damage.
Most very small production cult and trophy producers—can afford to wait out a year or two slowdown,
but we are already seeing some offers for prestige wines on flash sale sites.
Newer, smaller producers, with three-tier distribution—looking to the on-premises market to build
their brands, need to show creativity and flexibility to support their accounts in growing delivery and
curbside sales and limited menus/wine lists.
The best wine and spirits specialty stores may be winners—if they get access to long-inaccessible
trophy wines on good terms and other techniques to avoid price competition with grocery.

Some specialty store retailers are faced with significant incremental costs for e-commerce fulfillment
services. Many of these stores have long had delivery and internet sales capacity but never had to service
the volume and pace of the current market.
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SO, WHO WINS AND WHO LOSES IN THE WINE INDUSTRY? (Continued)
Losers
■

Smaller, lesser-known, poorly capitalized wine producers, wineries focused on tasting-room traffic,
especially newer brands.
– T
 he number of such producers has exploded in recent years, as access to the three-tier channel has
narrowed and conviction has grown of an almost unlimited potential for the direct channel.
– A
 lthough some opportunities opened for this segment as tasting rooms were gradually allowed
to resume operations, customers’ new preference for “contactless” experiences complicate the
often-extended personal interaction that drives such customer acquisition.
– W
 e specify “well-capitalized” because clearly some wineries have the resources to survive this crisis,
at least in the short term. Or to invest in building their brands if they have the talent and the desire
to do so.

KEY INSIGHTS
Netting out winners and losers, total wine sales in the U.S. from March to June 2020 have likely increased
by about 2 percent year over year in volume and by a net $870 million in value. This value gain appears
to have been reduced by as much as $2 billion to $3 billion by the drop in higher-margin and higher-value
on-premises and winery direct sales.
Winery revenue increased in this period by an estimated net $740 million, given the loss of $480 million
in on-premises sales and $310 million in direct-to-consumer sales, and the gain of $1.53 billion in the
three-tier retail (grocery and specialty store) channel.
With more than 14,000 bonded wineries in the U.S., more than 95 percent of which produce less than
30,000 gallons and have little three-tier access, the sheer number of producers that lose will be large and
their pain may be severe.
The longer-term implications of this crisis for the business of wine will be discussed in the next installment
in this series.
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